EMPowered™ SMART Lock Upgrade

The convenience of smart technology without any hint of gadgetry.
"Having remote, keyless access for guests was essential for our vacation property, but we were unwilling to compromise the design-driven nature of our project. The EMPowered™ SMART Lock was ideal for this, as we were able to pair it with a stylish EMTEK entry set."

- Carlos Naude, Working Holiday Studio
Auto-Unlock relies on a few different technologies in your phone, not only the August app but also your Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and GPS.

When you’re at home, your August app will enter **Home Mode** and Auto-Unlock will not activate, it’s waiting for you to leave.

When the August app sees you have left your neighborhood, Auto-Unlock will go into **Away Mode**, until you return home again.

When you then return to within 200 ft from your home, your phone will start looking for your lock. Once you’re close enough to your door (20-30 feet) your door will Auto-Unlock and the app will go back into **Home Mode**.
Lock & Unlock
Use the app to lock or unlock with your smart phone

Family & Guests
Share access to your home with the people you trust

Activity Log
Monitor your door from anywhere, anytime

Works with August Doorbells
Answer your door from anywhere with crisp, streaming video

Lock Settings
Customize your lock via the August app

Voice Commands
“Hey Siri, lock my door” Use your voice with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant & Siri
WHAT’S INCLUDED

Pre-Installed Module
Allows your lock to communicate with the August app

Connect Wi-Fi Bridge
A secure way to remotely access your lock

DoorSense™
Checks the status of your door and tells you if your door is securely closed and locked

WORKS WITH

The August app works in harmony with some of your favorite smart home brands to make life more simple and secure.
With a range of different integration features, from voice command to remote access locking and unlocking from anywhere in the world via the August app, the EMPowered™ SMART Lock Upgrade provides modern technology in a frills-free package.
EMPowered™ SMART Lock Upgrade products currently available:

- **25** ENTRY SETS
- **14** DEADBOLTS
- **5** SIDEPLATES
- **12K+** COMBINATIONS

When combined with finishes + knobs/levers
Ares Entry Set  
EMP4817

Apollo Entry Set  
EMP4815

Orion Entry Set  
EMP4816

Additional Entry Set, Knob, Lever, and Rosette Options Available
EMPOWERED™ MOTORIZED SMART LOCK UPGRADE - CONNECTED BY AUGUST

- **Square Deadbolt**
  EMP8469

- **Neos Deadbolt**
  EMP8475

- **#8 Deadbolt**
  EMP8466

- **Quincy Deadbolt**
  EMP8478

- **Rope Deadbolt**
  EMP8464

- **Wilshire Deadbolt**
  EMP8479
Modern 5-1/2” C-to-C Keyed Sideplate
EMP8114

Quincy 5-1/2” C-to-C Keyed Sideplate
EMP8980

Delaware 5-1/2” C-to-C Keyed Sideplate
EMP8996

Colonial 5-1/2” C-to-C Keyed Sideplate
EMP8990

Rope 5-1/2” C-to-C Keyed Sideplate
EMP7990

Additional Deadbolt, Sideplate, Knob, Lever, and Rosette Options Available
The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader in access solutions. Every day we help people feel safe, secure and experience a more open world.